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Abstract 
 
Device performance of Si|SiOx core-shell based nanowires critically depends on the exact 

control over the oxide thickness. Low-temperature plasma oxidation is a highly promising 
alternative to thermal oxidation allowing for improved control over the oxidation process, in 
particular for ultrasmall Si nanowires. We here elucidate the room temperature plasma 
oxidation mechanisms of ultrasmall Si nanowires using hybrid molecular dynamics / force-
bias Monte Carlo simulations. We demonstrate how the oxidation and concurrent water 
formation mechanisms are a function of the oxidizing plasma species and we demonstrate 
how the resulting core-shell oxide thickness can be controlled through these species. A new 
mechanism of water formation is discussed in detail. The results provide a detailed atomic 
level explanation of the oxidation process of highly curved Si surfaces. These results point 
out a route toward plasma-based formation of ultrathin core-shell Si|SiOx nanowires at room 
temperature. 

 
 
 
 

  



Introduction 
 
Quantum confinement effects render the production of small diameter (<10 nm) Si 

nanowires (SiNWs) with a controllable band gap very challenging.1,2 In thermal catalytic 
growth processes, based on the vapor-liquid-solid mechanism, nanowires can only be grown 
with diameters larger than 10 nm, and thus alternative methods are actively investigated.3,4 
Nowadays, thermal oxidation of SiNWs and the subsequent etching of its SiOx layer is one 
of the most actively investigated methods.2,4,5 The obtained crystal core-amorphous shell (c-
Si|a-SiOx) nanowires have been utilized in various applications such as field-effect 
transistors6 and chemical and biological sensors7, as well as for developing optical and 
photonic devices.8 Thermal oxidation is often performed at an elevated temperature of 
around 1000 °C, which may, however, lead to complete oxidation9 or even destruction of 
the entire nanowire with a small diameter.10 

Alternatively, low-temperature plasma oxidation can enable to control the thickness of 
the SiOx oxide layer and also reduces the risk of inducing dopant migration.11 The oxidation 
typically makes use of oxygen-based gases, and the oxide growth is due to the reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) produced in the plasma and further assisted by the electric field near 
the wafer. In spite of the numerous experimental and theoretical investigations regarding the 
role of ROS (mainly O, O2, and O3) in plasma Si oxidation,2,4,9,11,12 the role of the H-
containing oxygen species (i.e., OH, H2O2, HO2, etc.) in plasma, and therefore the overall 
plasma-based Si oxidation, currently remains incompletely understood. Yet, their 
concentration can be as high as for the oxygen species in, e.g., microwave-induced plasmas 
with an oxygen-hydrogen gas mixture13 or cold atmospheric pressure plasmas in humid 
air.14 Recently, it was numerically predicted that H-containing oxygen species are among 
the dominant plasma species in humid air at room temperature, and the densities of OH (as 
a reactive plasma species) and H2O2 (as a “long living” species) increase with increasing 
humidity, while the O and O3 concentrations decrease for higher air humidities.15,16 Also, 
experimental results17 and ab initio calculations18 showed that hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 
reacts with the hydroxyl (OH) radical via a hydrogen abstraction reaction, producing a 
hydroperoxyl (HO2) radical and water (H2O). Because of the high densities of these plasma 
species, the surface hydrophilicity of Si may increase by increasing the concentration of OH 
functional groups on the surface during plasma oxidation.19 

While the oxide formation, dehydroxylation, and water sorption processes have been 
studied in detail in non-plasma oxidation cases,20-23 the same processes have, in spite of 
their importance, hardly been studied in plasma oxidation and mostly for planar Si surfaces 
only.11,13,24 Indeed, the main role of H-containing plasma species in the oxidation of curved 
Si surfaces and the underlying surface processes during the oxidation, is still unclear. 
Specifically, control over the oxide thickness in SiNWs and the mechanisms of water 
formation in response to ROS plasma species at low temperature remain elusive so far. 
These issues, however, are difficult to address either experimentally (due to the dynamic 
evolution of the nanoscale oxidation process) or by quantum-mechanical calculations, 
which remain currently computationally too expensive to address the inherent time and 
length scales. 

Combined reactive molecular dynamics/force-bias Monte Carlo25 (MD-tfMC) 
simulations, however, provide a means to simulate chemical and physical processes taking 
place over long time scales (in the order of microseconds). In this work, we apply the MD-
tfMC method in order to unravel the oxidation mechanism at the atomic scale, by detailed 
analysis of the aforementioned processes (i.e., hydroxylation, dehydroxylation, oxide 
growth, and water formation) as a function of the employed plasma species, namely OH, 
HO2, and H2O2. We compare our simulations with both plasma11,13,24 and non-plasma 
oxidation experiments,20-23 to gain a fundamental understanding of the room temperature 
plasma oxidation of (ultra)small SiNWs. 



 
 

Computational Details 
 
Our simulations are based on combined molecular dynamics (MD) and force-bias Monte 

Carlo (tfMC)25 simulations. The tfMC-procedure generates a system evolution in a MD-like 
fashion, and thus this technique can very efficiently be coupled to canonical MD 
simulations: the MD module accounts for the impacts of the oxidant species on SiNW 
surface as well as for the initial chemical reactions taking place during the first few 
picoseconds. The tfMC module, on the other hand, allows to take into account the longer 
time scale relaxation of the system, which is typically at least 1 order of magnitude longer 
than in MD.26 While the exact system dynamics are not reproduced by tfMC, it has been 
demonstrated that tfMC correctly accounts for detailed balance, provides realistic (albeit not 
exact) trajectories, and reproduces end configurations in full agreement with (very long) 
MD simulations.27,28  

Both during the MD and the tfMC cycles, all atomic interactions are derived from the 
ReaxFF potential developed by van Duin and co-workers,29 employing parameters 
optimized by Buehler et al.30 While this force field was trained extensively against both Si 
and SiO2 phases, the reaction of H-containing oxygen species with Si surface as well as 
SiOx (x < 2.0) suboxide components was not taken into account. Nevertheless, the authors 
successfully demonstrated the hydrolysis reaction, including water formation.29 Moreover, 
our previous results on planar and curved Si|SiO2 interfaces, including these Si suboxide 
species, were in good agreement with both experimental and DFT results.31-33 Our choice 
for ReaxFF is based on the fact that it has been parametrized to describe deformations and 
strains in SiOx ,34,35 including bond breaking and formation, and its ability to accurately 
describe the expansion of the crystal during the oxide formation process.36 

The input structure is a 2 nm diameter Si(100) nanowire, showing (110) and (001) facets. 
Periodic boundary conditions are applied along the z-axis, corresponding to a unit cell 
length of about 1 nm, to mimic an infinitely long nanowire. Prior to oxidation, this ideal Si 
nanowire is equilibrated at room temperature (300 K) and zero pressure for 50 ps, using the 
isothermal-isobaric NpT ensemble37 with temperature and pressure coupling parameters of 
0.1 and 5 ps, respectively. 

Prior to impact, each plasma particle, i.e., an OH or HO2 radical or a H2O2 molecule, is 
randomly positioned at a distance of 1 nm above the uppermost atom of the nanowire in the 
(x,y) plane. At any moment during the simulation, the total number of gas phase (plasma) 
species is kept constant. That is a new molecule/radical is introduced in the simulation box 
when any molecule/radical impinges on and sticks to the nanowire. The initial velocity of 
the incident species is randomized, and its magnitude is set to the root-mean-square velocity 
corresponding to room temperature. When a molecule or radical adsorbs on the nanowire, 
the resulting structure is allowed to relax by application of tfMC. During this relaxation 
stage, no new molecules/radicals are allowed to impinge on the nanowire. In the 
oxidation/hydrogenation process, NpT dynamics are applied to allow for volume expansion 
due to the oxide growth. 

 
  



Results and Discussions 
 

1. Hydroxylation vs. Dehydroxylation 

 
To gain insight into the hydroxylation and dehydroxylation processes, it is useful to 

consider individual interactions between the ROS and the nanowire. In Figure 1, the 
evolution of hydroxylation, oxide formation, and dehydroxylation processes is 
demonstrated by showing the obtained structures after the first impact, after 50, 100, and 
160 impacts of (a) an OH radical, (b) a HO2 radical and (c) a H2O2 molecule on a clean 
SiNW surface. 

 

 
 
Figure 1 Evolution of the hydroxylation/oxide formation and dehydroxylation processes during the 

consecutive impacts of OH (a), HO2 (b), and H2O2 (c) species. The crystalline silicon (Si0) 
atoms, the intermediate oxide components, i.e., Si with one (Si1+), two (Si2+), and three 
(Si3+) oxygen neighbors, and the silicon dioxide (Si4+) molecules are in brown, dark gray, 
gray, light gray, and yellow colors, respectively. Furthermore, oxygen and hydrogen 
atoms are in red and blue. The hydroxylated structures in the figure are obtained after the 
first impact and after 50, 100, and 160 impacts (adsorptions) of the plasma species.   

 
The sticking probability of the incoming molecule or radical depends on its energy, the 

growth temperature, and preoxidation stresses on the Si surface, which in turn depend on 
the surface facets.31 These stresses are found to be very small and are found not to influence 
the sticking behavior. Thus, the oxidant randomly impinges and sticks with similar 
probability on either the (001), the (100) surfaces, or corner between these surfaces, as 
shown in parts c, b, and a of Figures 1, respectively.  After impinging on the surface, the 
plasma species dissociatively chemisorb to OH radical, O atom, and OH radical, and two 
OH radicals (see Figure 1; after first impact). The total adsorption energies are calculated to 
be -4.55, -9.5 and -7.4 eV/atom, for OH, HO2, and H2O2, respectively. It is obvious that a 
silanol group (Si-OH linkage in the figure)21 is initially formed on the surface for all three 
oxidation events. That is, the surface silicon atoms assume a tetrahedral configuration, and 



their free valence becomes saturated with hydroxyl groups. The results indicate that the 
appearance of such Si-OH groups on the surface is not only due to the increase in humidity, 
as observed in experiments;19,24 it can also be due to the oxygen plasma reaction with the 
humid environment. Because of such plasma-humid air interactions at low temperature, the 
concentration of hydrogen-containing oxygen species quickly rises,14,15 and their 
contribution becomes significant in the hydroxylation process of Si surfaces.13 During the 
oxidation and hydrogenation period, besides the formation of silanol groups, we also 
observe the formation of siloxane molecules on the hydroxylated surface as well as water 
molecules desorbing from the surface, in agreement with non-plasma oxidation 
experiments.20-23 In the case of HO2, an individual oxygen atom with two Si neighbors (Si-
O-Si) or a siloxane group is also found after the first impact, which leads to enhanced SiOx 
(x≤2) oxide formation. 

The formation and growth of the silicon oxide nanowire can easily be understood 
through observing the variation of the silicon suboxide components Si1+, Si2+, Si3+, and Si4+, 
which are colored in dark gray, gray, light gray, and yellow, respectively, in Figure 1. 
During the hydroxylation period, the intermediate oxide Si1+ (Si2O), Si2+ (SiO), and Si3+ 
(Si2O3) components consecutively dominate, and finally the stoichiometric silicon dioxide 
Si4+ (SiO2) layer appears. Indeed, in the initial oxidation/hydrogenation stage, adsorbed OH 
residues (Si-OH) remain on the surface for all cases, while in the case of HO2, the radical 
dissociates into a surface-bound OH radical and an O atom, which can diffuse toward the 
center of the SiNW. 

Also, the figure shows the appearance of H2O molecules in a vacuum, indicating the 
simultaneous occurrence of the surface dehydroxylation in the hydroxylation process. 
Competition between hydroxylation and dehydroxylation can be comprehended by the 
formation rates of silanol (Si-OH) and siloxane (Si-O-Si) groups in the SiNW and of H2O 
molecules in a vacuum. 

 

 



 
Figure 2 Evolution of the number of silanol (a) and siloxane (b) groups in the Si nanowire and of 

the number of formed water molecules (c) during the oxidation/hydrogenation process 
induced by OH, HO2, and H2O2 species. 

 
In Figure 2, the silanol, siloxane, and water formation rates are presented upon impact of 

165 consecutive OH, HO2, and H2O2 particles. As mentioned above, all three plasma 
species lead to the formation of surface silanol groups, and thus the nanowire surface is 
rapidly hydroxylated; i.e., the number of Si-OH bonds quickly increases at the beginning of 
the simulation, as shown in Figure 2a. After an initial rapid increase (Figure 1, after 50 
consecutive impacts), the concentration of surface silanol groups reaches roughly its 
equilibrium value, and most of the SiNW surface is covered by a thin SiOx (0<x≤2) oxide 
layer (Figure 1): the obtained average concentration is 5.6 OH/nm2, corresponding to 35 
hydroxyl groups on the 6.3 nm2 surface. This value is in good agreement with non-plasma 
experimental values, ranging between 4.0 and 6.1 OH/nm2 as measured on 100 different 
samples of amorphous silica (a-SiO2) at room temperature.21 

In the beginning of the hydroxylation process, the concentration of siloxane groups, i.e., 
Si-O-Si bridges, is zero for both OH and H2O2 in the first 20 and 10 impacts, respectively, 
while they are formed without delay in the case of HO2, and thus its oxidation rate (1.3 
siloxane/impact) is higher than for the other cases (0.5 and 0.96 for OH and H2O2, 
respectively) (Figure 2b). Also, when the “population” rate of silanol on the nanowire 
surface drops, water molecules start to appear (due to observed water formation 
mechanisms; see section 2) and their number increases as the process continues (cf. Figures 
2a and 2c) . Note that the oxide and water formation rates are the same for both OH and 
H2O2 impacts, as can be seen by comparing Figures 2b and 2c. However, in the case of 
HO2, the oxide formation rate is found to be about 3.4 times higher than the water formation 
rate (i.e., 0.4 H2O/impact). Indeed, the number of Si-O-Si molecules on the hydroxylated 
SiNW surface and the number of formed H2O molecules in the gas phase constantly 
increase via the following chemical dissociation scheme as the process continues (where O 
in the right-hand side represents the presence of Si-O-Si groups): 

 
2𝐻𝑂∗ → 𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 

2𝐻2𝑂2 → 2𝑂 + 2𝐻2𝑂 
2𝐻𝑂2 → 3𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 

 
 

2. Water Formation Mechanisms 

 
After partial hydroxylation and concurrent formation of sufficient surface silanol groups, 

H2O molecules originate above the nanowire surface. Two distinguished water formation 
mechanisms are schematically represented in Figure 3. 

In the first mechanism, an incoming plasma particle, e.g., OH radical, interacts with 
either an isolated single (≡SiOH) or a geminal (=Si(OH)2) silanol group, abstracting a H 
atom to form a water molecule. Consequently, a water molecule desorbs, leaving behind a 
siloxane group on the surface. The oxygen atom can subsequently connect to a neighboring 
Si atom at the surface (Figure 3b, OH case). The calculations show that this mechanism is 
exothermic by ΔE = -3.74 eV/atom. In the case of HO2 and H2O2 impacts, the plasma 
species first bind to the surface with one of their O atoms. Subsequently, the remaining OH 
residue of the impacting radical or molecule abstracts a H atom from a nearby surface 
silanol group and the mechanism proceeds as described above (see Figure 3b, HO2 and 
H2O2 cases). In the case of H2O2, one OH residue transfers a proton to the other OH residue 
in 56% of the cases, allowing the former to bind to the surface as O, while the formed water 



molecule desorbs. This water formation behavior is in agreement with, and explains the 
experimental observations on the interaction between silica xerogel and hydrogen 
peroxide.20 In a few HO2 cases (i.e., ~ 6%), the incoming radical first abstracts a H atom 
from a silanol group forming a H2O2 molecule, after which the mechanism proceeds as 
described for the case of H2O2. Because of the low adsorption probability of this radical, 
however, the number of water molecules generated via this first mechanism gradually 
decreases and eventually even stops as the oxidation process progresses. While this 
mechanism is most efficient for the OH and H2O2 impacts (i.e., in 79% of the H2O 
formation events for both cases, whereas for HO2 only in 31%; see Table 1), H2O2 
quantitatively dominates. 

 

 
 
Figure 3 (a) Number of H2O molecules formed by mechanisms 1 and 2 during the 

oxidation/hydrogenation process, in the case of OH, HO2, and H2O2 impacts. (b) 
Schematic representations of the possible water formation mechanisms. The formation of 
new Si-O bonds and the cleavage of Si-Si bonds are indicated by solid red and dashed 
green lines, respectively. 

 
The first mechanism thus leads to a dehydrogenation of the hydroxylated surface for both 

the OH and HO2 impacts (Figure 3, OH and HO2 cases), which enhances the formation of 
pure SiO2 molecules in an a-SiOx shell. In these cases, every desorbed water molecule 
removes one H atom from the surface. In the case of H2O2, however, the number of H atoms 
on the hydroxylated surface remains constant. Thus, the dehydrogenation rate in the case of 
OH and HO2 impacts is identical to their water formation rate, whereas it is zero for H2O2 
impacts. 

In the second mechanism, vicinal silanol groups (i.e., neighboring SiOH groups bound 
through hydrogen bonding) on the hydroxylated SiNW surface associatively react with each 
other, leading to the formation of a new water molecule and a siloxane group (Figure 3b, 
mechanism 2). This associative dehydrogenation process agrees well with experimental 
observations. Such a reaction on hydroxylated surfaces occurs at a temperature below 
400°C, including room temperature.21,23 The water formation rate due to this mechanism is 
almost the same for HO2 and H2O2 and lower for OH. In the case of HO2 radical impacts, 
this is the dominant mechanism (i.e., in 69% of the water formation events; see Table 1). 



 
Table 1. Occurrence of the Two Water Formation Mechanisms, Both in Absolute Number (for 165 

Impacts) and in Relative Contribution, for the Three Different Impacting Species, and 
Total Number of Water Molecules Formed in These Three Cases. 

 
plasma 
species 

number (percentage) of formed H2O molecules 
via mechanism 1 via mechanism 2 total  

OH 49 (79 %) 13 (21 %) 62 
HO2 15 (31 %) 33 (69 %) 48 
H2O2 113 (79 %) 30 (21 %) 143 

 
Table 1 shows the occurrence (both in absolute number and in fractions) of mechanisms 

1 and 2 upon impacts of OH, HO2, and H2O2. It is obvious that in mechanism 1 far more 
water molecules are formed in the case of H2O2 impacts, and fewer water molecules are 
formed in the case of OH or HO2 impacts. In the case of HO2 radical impacts, mechanism 2 
is dominant.  

Obviously, the dehydrogenation process goes faster in mechanism 2 compared to 
mechanism 1; two H atoms leave the surface simultaneously, whereas it is only one for 
mechanism 1. In all impact cases, water is solely formed through mechanism 1 on the 
hydroxylated surface when plasma species react with individual silanol groups, while it is 
formed by mechanism 2 due to the mutual interactions between vicinal Si-OH groups. The 
first mechanism can be explained by the fact that the isolated silanol groups are more 
reactive than vicinal groups,38 and thus incoming plasma species can usually react with 
those groups first. Therefore, this water formation mechanism starts earlier, continuing 
during the entire oxidation period (Figure 3). Such a formation process may therefore be 
“invisible” or confused with the well-known second mechanism in experiments. 

 
 
3. Self-Limiting Oxidation 

 
The evolution of the oxidation/hydrogenation and oxide thickness formation by the 

aforementioned plasma species is shown in Figure 4. In this figure, r is the distance from 
the center of the nanowire to the Si (Figure 4a) and O (Figure 4b) atoms. The gridded area 
represents the Si core of the nanowire with an initial radius of 1 nm. 

As mentioned in the first section (Figure 1) and as shown in Figure 4, the Si1+, Si2+, and 
Si3+ fractions consecutively dominate, and finally the stoichiometric silicon dioxide (Si4+ or 
SiO2) layer appears (see yellow stars) during the oxidation period. The first SiO2 molecule 
appears after 119, 41, and 24 consecutive impacts for the OH, H2O2, and HO2 cases, 
respectively. The results indicate that the Si0→Si1+→Si2+→Si3+→Si4+ conversion has the 
highest rate in the HO2 case. This consecutive conversion leads to a gradual expansion of 
the nanowire. Since the molecular volume of SiO2 (Ω = 45 Å3) is larger than the atomic 
volume of Si (Ω0 = 20 Å3), the newly formed oxide exerts a tensile stress, in order to 
accommodate the volume expansion.9,31,39 The obtained oxide areas are also shown in 
Figure 4b by the distributions of Si-O-Si groups (magenta stars). Also, H atoms are found in 
the upper layers of the oxidized nanowire (see blue crossed Si-O-H, i.e., O atoms having 
one Si and one H neighbor, in Figure 4b). The Si-O-H groups initially dominate and their 
relative concentration subsequently decreases when the concentration of oxygen atoms 
increases. At the SiOx|Si interface, we found some diffusing OH residues, which weakly 
bind to two Si atoms (Si-OH-Si), although the contribution of such overcoordinated oxygen 
atoms to the total oxygen concentration in the obtained oxide is rather small. The relative 
concentration is about 2%, 5%, and 7% for HO2, H2O2 and OH species, respectively. A 



similar Si-OH-Si transition state was also observed in ab initio MD calculations on the 
hydroxylated (100) surface of β-cristobalite silica at 300 K.40 

  

  
Figure 4 (a) Evolution of Si suboxide (Sii+, i=1-3) and stoichiometric (Si4+) components. (b) 

Evolution of the radial distribution of O atoms that belong either to a siloxane group (Si-
O-Si) or to a silanol group (Si-O-H) during the oxidation/hydrogenation process by the 
reactive plasma species. r is the lateral distance of Si atoms (a) or O atoms (b) from the 
center of the nanowire. 

 
 
While the H atoms are basically found on top of the oxidized SiNW and do not move 

toward the SiOx|Si interface (excluding the aforementioned OH residue), the diffusing O 
atoms also cannot move deeper into the nanowire due to high compressive stresses (~3 GPa 
in our previous calculations31) which are present at the interface at room temperature. 
Therefore, the Si-core radius first shrinks to 0.4-0.5 nm, after which it remains roughly 
constant for all cases. Such self-limiting oxidation was previously also studied in the dry 
and wet oxidation of Si nanowires.5,12,39 As a result, the final diameter of the oxidized and 
hydrogenated SiNW is found to be roughly 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 nm for oxidation by OH, H2O2, 
and HO2 species, respectively, for an initial SiNW diameter of 2 nm. The final radii of the 
core-shell nanowires can be compared with a theoretical derivation to calculate the ratio 
between final radii of the oxidized SiNW and the Si-core, to which also most experimental 
results are compared.9,39 In our calculations, this ratio is in the range 2.3 – 3.0, which is 
close to the theoretical prediction (~2.7). Finally, it is clear from Figure 4 that the core-shell 
SiNWs with initial diameter of 2 nm can be reduced up to roughly 1 nm through etching of 
its SiOx (x≤2) oxide sheet.4,22 

In general, low-temperature, humid air plasmas (which create abundant H-containing 
ROS) are promising for oxidation and subsequent etching of the obtained oxide shell in 



order to obtain ultrasmall SiNWs with diameters less than 1 nm, which in turn allows to 
obtain nanowires with higher band gaps.1 

 
 

Conclusions 
 
Plasma oxidation of small diameter Si nanowires by reactive oxygen species, viz. OH, 

HO2, and H2O2, was investigated using combined reactive MD and force-bias MC 
(MD/tfMC) simulations. The oxidation process was studied by monitoring the evolution of 
the number of silanol and siloxane groups in the Si nanowire as well as the formed water 
molecules desorbing from the nanowire surface. The obtained average concentration of 
hydroxyl groups on the surface was found to be very close to the experimental value on an 
amorphous SiO2 surface at room temperature. Water formation mechanisms were 
thoroughly studied. It was found that the two dominant mechanisms proceed on a 
hydroxylated SiNW surface (1) by H-abstraction from a single silanol group by the 
impinging species and (2) by the reaction between vicinal silanol groups. Which water 
formation mechanism dominates depends on the nature of the oxidizing species. In both 
mechanisms, the associative dissociation processes agree well with experimental 
observations in the oxidation of both planar and curved Si surfaces. MD/tfMC simulations 
of plasma oxidation of (ultra)small diameter Si nanowires by H-containing ROS, viz. OH, 
HO2 and H2O2, show that both the oxidation behavior and control over the oxide thickness 
strongly depend on the nature of the plasma species. The oxidation behavior is found to 
exhibit a self-limiting behavior, induced by volume expansion related interfacial stresses. 
These results provide the first detailed insight into the oxidation of ultrathin Si nanowires by 
plasma species and offer a route toward controlled Si|SiOx nanowire formation using 
selected plasma species at room temperature. 
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